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Learning, brain and technology
PREVIOUS EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENTS
CROSSCUT-project travels to Oulu
May 2, 2019
Crosscut-project organizes a workshop together with the City of
Oulu for secondary school teachers interested in cross-curricular
teaching and learning. Teachers around Oulu area, welcome! More
info (in Finnish) available here.

JoLII 2019 Conference – Equity and Quality of Learning in a
Global Digital World
August 21 - 23, 2019
The Sino-Finnish Joint Learning Innovation Institute (JoLII) Conference
Rovaniemi, Finland
This summer JoLII welcomes all researchers, teachers and
companies to participate the conference in Rovaniemi. The conference
will focus on global challenges of education and how China and
Finland can work together for finding solutions for burning issues in
education in both countries and also globally. Come and share your
work and interest for the future education!

Helsinki Summer
School in August 2019
Cicero Learning is
taking part in organizing
the Helsinki Summer
School with two
courses.

March 13, 2019
“Brain Day” open event focused on Brain and
Learning. More info about the event available
in Finnish at CICERO Learning website under
News and Events. The lectures are available
in Youtube in English.

Take a peek into child's brains by
Pauline Cantou (Aarhus University)
Music strengthens children's brains
Stine Derdau Sørensen (Aarhus
University)
Read more about the JoLii
conference from the JoLII 2019
website:
https://www.ulapland.fi/EN/Event
s/JoLII-2019
Important dates and deadlines:
Deadline for abstracts: 30 April
2019 (noon, GMT +2, Finnish time)

“Cognition, Communication and the Brain” The course strives to teach the
students how human behaviour and activity can be measured at both behavioural
and neural levels. Especially, the course focuses on interdisciplinary approaches in
studying cognitive sciences, speech sciences, and neuropsychology, using the most
prominent methods in cognitive neurosciences and behavioural sciences. Enrolment
is open until 19th of July: https://www.helsinki.fi/en/admissions/helsinkisummer-school/courses/cognition-communication-and-the-brain

The "21st-century Digital Storytelling: The new
media, technology and frames of reality" The
course welcomes Master’s and Doctoral students from
education, the social sciences, and media and cultural
studies interested in integrating a discursive narrative
approach into research, study and work. The course
takes an expanded view of digital storytelling as a
space of intertextuality where multiple voices connect
with technologies to pass a message through
deliberation and documentation. For information and
registration, see:
https://www.helsinki.fi/en/admissions/helsinkisummer-school/courses/21st-century-digitalstorytelling-the-new-media-technology-andframes-of-reality

LASI Nordic in Tallinn
Nordic Learning Analytics Summer
Institute (Nordic-LASI) will be organized
28-30 August 2019 in Tallinn (Tallinn
University Campus). LASI-Nordic will be
a chance for participants to share,
discuss, and shape how the Nordic
countries use/want to use Learning
Analytics to improve learning and
teaching. Read more about the event
from the website
https://lasi2019.tlu.ee/

For more information, please visit our website at
https://www.helsinki.fi/en/researchgroups/cicero-learning
and follow Cicero Learning on Facebook to stay updated on
news, current events, and more!

